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SIERRA SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
How to Troubleshoot System Messages  

  
 
Overview and Preliminary Steps 
Library staff should view the messages present in View system messages every day (access system 
messages via Sierra Admin | Back End Management | System File Maintenance | System 
messages). Print and deliver messages requiring staff action to the appropriate staff. Clear the file 
daily after viewing. Use the troubleshooting information here to identify the meaning of messages 
and determine if action is required.  
 
System messages 
 
ttye mklibsched: 0204152845 Bad branch ccrzz in line #39 of day closed file  
Cause: Someone entered an invalid location code in line 39 of the Days Closed table. 
Resolution: Clear the system messages file and enter a valid location or wildcard in this line of the 
Days Closed table. Check system messages again to verify that the system is no longer reporting a 
problem. 
 
tty12438 mklibsched: 0124030002 Bad day in line #8 of day closed file 
tty12438 mklibsched: 0124030002 Bad day in line #15 of day closed file 
tty12438 mklibsched: 0124030002 Bad day in line #16 of day closed file 
Cause: This error message refers to specific lines in the Days Closed table. In the table, lines 8, 15, 
and 16 have inaccurate or incomplete information for the day. 
Resolution: Enter a valid date or day of the week into these lines of the Days Closed table, and then 
check system messages again to verify that the system is no longer reporting a problem. 
 
tty17667 mklibsched: 0916085136 Bad branch in line #1 of library hours file 
Cause: There is an incorrect entry in the Hours Open table. An entry of " " [blank] is not a valid 
location. 
Resolution: Correct the entry in the Hours Open table, and then check system messages again to 
verify that the system is no longer reporting a problem. If the library does not wish to use the 
Library Hours table, make sure all entries have been completely removed from the table. 
 
tty23957 mklibsched: 0510020115 Bad day ????? in line #1 of library hours file 
Cause: There is an incorrect entry in the Hours Open table. An entry of "?????" is not a valid 
wildcard for day, but "???" is. 
Resolution: Correct the entry in the Hours Open table, and then check system messages again to 
verify that the system is no longer reporting a problem. 
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tty31257 webpac: 0416155012 error #2 in 'reshelve' file (line 51): interval requires colon (HH:MM) 
Cause: This message means that the system recorded an invalid entry in the Time to Reshelve an 
Item table. The entry was at line 51, and the error was a missing colon in the entry. For example: 
51 > ejnfq    2400   Being Reshelved<-- invalid entry 
52 > ejnr      24:00    Being Reshelved 
Resolution: Enter a colon for the entry, and then check system messages again to verify that the 
system is no longer reporting a problem. 
 
tty29607 milcirc: 0511120408 Failed to determine loan rule for .p10060935 (type 50) ^and 
.i13538743 (type 15), item location is odwwz 
Cause: This may indicate an urgent problem. Normally this message means that you have omitted a 
"wildcard catchall" line in the Loan Rule Determiner table, but it can also mean that some part of 
the table is not properly entered. For example: 
Location Item Ptype Loan rule 
???          9999    9999        1 
The valid wildcard for location is '?????'. The system can't read '???', resulting in an error message. 
With '?????' for location, this would be a valid wildcard entry and the system would find loan rule 
#1 for this patron and item combination. 
Resolution: This problem requires immediate attention. You must fix the problem preventing the 
assignment of the loan rule. 
First, check the Loan Rule Determiner table for lines that would be used for the PTYPE, ITYPE, and 
item location in the error message. Insert a line for this combination if none is present. If a line is 
present, make sure that each entry in it is valid (location, PTYPE, ITYPE). 
Second, to ensure that some loan rule is assigned should a problem occur again, make sure there is 
a wildcard line at the top of the table for all locations, all item types, and all patron types, assigning 
an appropriate loan rule, usually a non-circulating loan rule. This will allow the assignment of the 
non-circulating loan rule when no other loan rule may be assigned, thus drawing staff attention to 
the problem but also allowing the item to be circulated. 
Location Item Ptype Loan rule 
?????       9999    9999        1 
 
ttypf iiish: 0404080954 set_user_env:Fail to get password for %s 
Cause: This message appears when someone enters a nonexistent login or password. The individual 
was thus denied, and the attempt was reported to system messages. 
Resolution: No resolution is required. 
 
ttyq105 rapidup: 0309163020 Record b1012186, in review file "multi bibs (jmw 3.94)", in use by 
system 
Cause: This message means that the system was unable to update the referenced bibliographic 
record (b1012186) in rapid update. 
Resolution: Update this record manually. 
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ttyp7 rapidup: 0612150757 Record i15042418, in review file "399 to 200", is outside of scope 
Cause: The user is attempting to rapid update items in a review file (character-based system). Not 
all of these items belong to the user's scope defined in the user's login. 
Resolution: Verify whether the user selected the wrong review file or whether a staff member 
added locations to the system without calling Innovative to update system scopes. If locations were 
added to the system without Innovative's updating system scopes, you must contact Innovative. 
 
ttyp2 rapidup: 0429111935 Record o1060182x, in review file "orecs for training", belongs to another 
account 
Cause: This message means the user is attempting to rapid update orders from a different 
accounting unit than the one associated with the user's initials. 
Resolution: The user must rapid update only review files of orders belonging to the user's 
accounting unit. 
 
tty5276 cumstat: 0916000001 /iiidb/circ/circstat/aug00act was not closed -- now created 09-16-
2000 
Cause: This message appears at libraries with a newly installed circulation module. 
Resolution: No resolution is required. 
 
tty20475 powerwatch: 0229081339 WARNING: The UPS is not responding to the Powerwatch 
program, automatic shutdown of INNOPAC will not occur if electrical power fails 
Cause: There is a problem with the Powerwatch software. 
Resolution: Contact Innovative to resolve this issue. 
 
ttyp1 linkmaint: 1024170105 Failed to update .b1051480: Record b10514806 in use by system 
Cause: It is normal for records to sometimes display as "in use" when you run the Maintain Record 
Links or the Daily Record Links Maintenance programs. 
Resolution: Run the Maintain Record Links program manually on a range of record numbers to 
update records that were busy. If there is only one previously busy record, use the single record 
number as the range. 
Daily Record Links Maintenance will not update a record that was "in use". Run the Maintain 
Record Links program manually to update records that were busy. 
If there is an unusual number of busied records, contact Innovative for assistance. 
 
tty20757 cumstat: 0426000736 Location not found in location mapping table. 
Cause: This message means that the system has detected a location code that is not in the Location 
Mapping table (used by Link Maintenance). 
Resolution: Update the Location Mapping table to include the missing location code or, if the code 
does not need to be mapped and you would like to suppress the message, contact Innovative. 
 
tty13472 pstat: 0905050003 Item .i1010494x contains invalid loanrule #29 
Cause: This message means that an item was checked out using a loan rule that has since been 
deleted from the Loan Rule table. 
Resolution: You must clean up the system. See Help! I deleted a loan rule! 
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ty26491 milcirc: 0401092102 Bad item location list - wjrk 
Cause: This message means that location codes were not removed from these Circulation System 
Options (Item Types and Locs for Categories A-D) before the location codes were deleted from the 
Branch Codes table. 
Resolution: Remove the problem locations from the Circulation options. 
Never delete locations without first checking all tables mentioned in Deleting Location Codes in the 
Sierra Web Help. 
 
tty5563 olink: 1204032425 Location mhuw for record o210118x is not mapped to an agency tty5563 
olink: 1204024456 Location pni for record c104493x is not mapped to an agency 
Cause: On Local Servers that use the INN-Reach Agency model, every location code is mapped to an 
agency. This message indicates that the Local Server has unmapped location code(s). 
Resolution: Contact Innovative for assistance. For more information, see INN-Reach Models in 
Sierra Web Help. 
 
login: 1885:/iiidb/software/hm7/milacq: /sbin/loader: Fatal Error: lazy_text_resolve: symbol exit 
should not have any relocation entry 
Cause: This message means that a user did not exit a Sierra session properly. A possible instance of 
an improper exit is a power loss between the PC and the server, such as when a user accidentally 
turns off or unplugs the PC while using Sierra. This message also displays if the user experiences a 
session freeze and reboots the PC or uses Task Manager to stop the Sierra session. 
Resolution: No resolution is required. 
 
tty2672 cumstat: 0602000006 Callnumber too big b1015188 
Cause: This message can indicate that a very long string of text was inserted into a call number 
field, in many cases by mousing or pasting. Or, a staff member may have inadvertently 'c' tagged a 
field. For example, staff might accidentally 'c' tag the normally 'n' tagged contents note field. In 
other cases, the message indicates that 'blank spaces' or 'garbage characters' are present in the call 
number field. Usually these will not be visible to the user in the Sierra Editor. 
Resolution: Delete and re-enter the call number field. Save the change. 
 
Fri Jan 13 2006 08:37AM Terminal 0, override_hold, Initials jec: Overrode hold on .i2742627 for 
.p10000136. Given to .p10000033. 
Fri Jan 13 2006 08:37AM Terminal 0, mc_override_hold, Initials jec: Overrode hold on .i2742627 
for .p10000136. Given to .p10000033. 
Cause: This message is the result of checking out an item to a patron when there is an existing hold 
on the bibliographic record or item record for a different patron and the item is not on the Hold 
Shelf for the patron checking it out. The mc_override_hold message indicates that the action 
occurred in Circulation. 
Resolution: No resolution is required. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_loc_delete.html?Highlight=delete
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_loc_delete.html?Highlight=delete
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_ireach_models.html?Highlight=inn%20reach%20models
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_ireach_models.html?Highlight=inn%20reach%20models
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miltickle: 0616040608 o1944940:bad tickler field Can use print copies for ILL 
miltickle: 0822020002 o10000045:bad tickler field * stc 
miltickle: 0616040608 o1944940:bad tickler field cancelled 
Cause: A file contains incorrect information. 
Resolution: Contact Innovative to correct this issue. 
 
webpac: 1121110910 Illegal item type in line 76 of rule determine file 
milcirc: 0410162749 Illegal item type 9999 in line 250 of rule determine file 
milcirc: 0324145505 Illegal item type 60,616,62,65 in line 633 of rule determine file 
Cause: A blank item type or an invalid item type is present in a Loan Rule Determiner table entry. 
Resolution: Correct the item type entry in the line indicated in the error message. 
 
milcirc: 0225131354 Illegal patron type in line 59 of rule determine file 
milcirc: 1029080829 Illegal patron type 4-5,273,15 in line 60 of rule determine file 
milcirc: 0907170520 Illegal patron type 4-999 in line 30 of rule determine file 
Cause: A blank patron type or an invalid patron type is present in a Loan Rule Determiner table 
entry. 
Resolution: Correct the patron type entry in the line indicated in the error message. 
 
 
mklibsched: 1031020005 Cannot determine tomorrow 617 
Cause: A location is listed as being closed every day in the Days Closed table. 
Resolution: Verify that the location's days closed are correctly entered in the Days Closed table. 
The number at the end of the message is the numeric address of the location code in the Branches 
file. (Numeric address is currently visible only in character-based mode when editing a location 
code. It is not the same as the entries numbers seen when viewing the entire list of location codes 
in the Branches file.) If your library does not have access to editing location codes in character-
based mode, contact the Help Desk to determine which location code is causing the message, if 
staff cannot determine this by looking at the Days Closed table. 
Do not enter a location as being closed every day when the location is closing temporarily.  
 
webpac: 1118153843 There is no library patron with: 3033569 
webpac: 0309184908 There is no library patron with: john.doe@yahoo.ca 
Cause: A library patron successfully logs in via Single Sign-On (SSO), but the patron is not found on 
the Sierra server. 
Resolution: No resolution is required. 
 
tty26038 olink: 0622124349 b1316126x:MULTIPLE 001 FIELDS 
Cause: This message is displayed when a record with more than one 001 field is sent to the INN-
Reach central server. Only the first occurrence of multiple 001 fields is sent to the central server; 
this message serves as an alert to the library that a record has multiple 001 fields. 
Resolution: The library may choose to view the record, determine why it has multiple 001 fields, 
and correct the data as appropriate. 
 

mailto:john.doe@yahoo.ca
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tty18711 webpac: 0310142832 error parsing 'time2hold' file, line 2 
Cause: Someone entered an invalid entry in line 2 of the Time to Hold table. 
Resolution: Correct the entry in the Time to Hold table, and then check system messages again to 
verify that the system is no longer reporting a problem. 
 
tty13360 readreq: 0519113931 i1903595 contains checkout data but no patron record is linked 
Cause: This error means that a patron placed a hold on an item that has a broken checkout link. 
Resolution: Use the Repair Broken Checkout Links service commitment to request that the Help 
Desk repair this broken link. 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
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